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OFF ROAD SERIES - ROUND 1 
Sunday 8th May 2011 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

Whereas many areas had overnight and early morning rain (it had rained one mile up the road), our 
Braxted track showed no signs of this - just slight dampness, which was soon to disappear! Though 
possible (thundery) showers had been predicted for the area, we were yet again to be blessed with 
warm weather and plenty of sunshine. A few drops of moisture presented itself for a few minutes 
during the Meeting but nobody really noticed it! 
 
When ‘old-timer’ Danny Conway and ‘Big Wayne’ Pratley turned up this was the signal that we were 
going to witness some serious competition! The track and parking areas had been admirably prepared 
by David Brazington, Jon Sellwood, and ‘Gentleman’ Jim Shepherd and a brilliant ‘anti-clockwise’ 
track had been set out by David and Jon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Danny Conway  Wayne Pratley   Mark Everitt   

‘B’ Nitro Jaz Jhita  David Brazington  Steve Burton  

    

2wd ‘A’ Electric Tony Price  Craig Fisher  Ben Spindley  

2wd ‘B’ Electric Clive Nash  Jamie Lee  Jim Shepherd  

    

FTQ Nitros Danny Conway  13/379.55 (Round 2)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Michael Spindley    9/302.72 (Round 1)  

FTQ 4wd Electric Michael Spindley 10/324.81 (Round 4)  

4wd ‘A’ Electric William Innocent  Craig Fisher  Russell Wilkes  

4wd ‘B’ Electric Ross Freeman  Tony Church  Michael Finch  

‘C’ Nitro Lewis Halliday  Clive Nash  Andrew Brown  
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The track layout incorporated all features with a new jump constructed by David included to give the 
design a new dimension. After practice it was decided to re-position the jump which, in the event, 
proved to be very wise. The result was a fast track, technical in places, and challenging as far as the 
Camel-Humps were concerned - drivers soon realised that going the opposite way needed care on 
exiting the humps! With a good turnout of drivers, seven heats were required to accommodate the 
cars and several drivers decided to run two Classes. The scene was set for some very competitive, but 
very friendly, racing. 
 
First off, as usual, were the Nitros and Anthony French led all the way in the first ‘trailblazer’ heat to 
finish with 12 laps. Heat 2 drivers couldn’t better this, although Jon Selwood also managed 12 laps 
but Heat 3 saw Mark Everitt triumph over ‘Big Wayne’ to improve on Anthony’s time by 15 seconds. 
Danny had a problem early on, so didn’t feature. In 2wd Electric, Michael Spindley finished 20 
seconds  ahead of Craig Fisher to win with 9 laps and in 4wd Electric finished 1 lap ahead of Craig 
with 10 laps, taking TQ in both Classes. Needless to say, the dust had started to rise from the track 
before the end of the Round! 
 
Round 2 saw Danny have better luck to take Nitro TQ with very consistent driving to finish with 13 
laps, a lap ahead of Mark Everitt. Anthony improved by 1 second, enough to put him in 3rd spot in 
the listing. Though Michael Spindley was the fastest 2wd Electric in this Round he was still a lap 
down on his previous time. In 4wd he again hung onto TQ from his Round 1 result. 
 
In Round 3, Anthony produced another 12-lap result in Nitros - though not improving - and Danny 
won again with 13 laps, though 6 seconds slower than previously. Two long laps by Mark resulted in 
him staying in 2nd place behind Danny. Wayne chose not to start in this Round, and remained 4th in 
the listing. Try as he might, Michael Spindley just couldn’t go any faster in both Electric Classes but 
still hung onto TQ. In 2wd, Tony Price was threatening - just 8 seconds behind - and in 4wd William 
Innocent was knocking at his door! 
 
Would there be any significant developments in Round 4? In Nitros only three drivers improved their 
times, but this did not include the previous top four. In 2wd Electric four drivers improved, whilst 
eight drivers improved in 4wd Electric! This included Michael - who knocked 5 seconds off his 
previous best - and William Innocent who finished only 4 seconds behind! 
 
The Finals were guaranteed to be exciting and even the MERCC Clairvoyant, David Brazington, 
would have had difficulty in making a prediction! 
 
The ‘C’ Nitro final was first up and saw pole-man Lewis Halliday win in convincing style leading all 
the way to finish a lap up on nearest rival Clive Nash with Andy Brown coming home 3rd. In the ‘B’ 
Nitro final David Brazington, 2nd on the grid, led early on but a long 3rd lap by David gave Jaz Jhita 
the opportunity to take the lead to finish in 1st place. David won the battle with Steve Burton to finish 
2nd, while young Morgan Wakeling was only pipped by Steve by just over a second to take 4th 
place! 

Race Report (Continued) 
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The Battle of the Titans (or Tight-Uns?!) was next - aka the Nitro ‘A’ Final - and what a race this was 
to be! A brilliant start by all drivers, and some very good driving, made this a spectacle. ‘Big Wayne’ 
was determined not to let Danny have it all his own way, and Mark must have been equally 
determined to exact revenge on both of them. Though Danny led all the way he had his work cut out 
to stave off the efforts by Wayne and Mark, but with very consistent driving he came in to win by a 
lap to finish only 2 seconds slower than his TQ time! Wayne’s Truggy was a sight to behold, 
‘drifting’ effortlessly round the corners, but a couple of longer laps meant that Wayne was to finish in 
2nd place with Mark 6 seconds behind him. David Brazington has suggested we nickname Wayne 
‘Mr. Drifter’! 

The 2wd Electric ‘B’ Final was won by Brian ‘Captain Creosote’ Langley who started 5th on the 
grid. Pole-man Tony Church broke his car early on and it was to be a battle between Brian Langley 
and Jamie Lee. Brian finished 88/100 second ahead of Jamie, and ‘Gentleman Jim’ Shepherd came in 
a very creditable 3rd. Youngster, and first-time-at-Braxted, Bradley Wilkes had a good days racing 
against his older(?) rivals and I’m sure he will be back again. The 2wd Electric ‘A’ Final was won by 
Tony Price (2nd on grid) from Craig Fisher (4th on grid) by 5 seconds, with Ben Spindley beating his 
dad by 2 seconds to finish 3rd! 

In the 4wd Electric ‘B’ Final, Ross Freeman on pole won convincingly with Tony Church & Michael 
Finch finishing 2nd and 3rd respectively. William Innocent drove very well to take 1st place in the 
4wd Electric ‘A’ Final from Craig Fisher by a lap. Michael Spindley had to pull out after 6 laps. 

Graham Kisbys daughter, Simone, presented the trophies and this was followed by the obligatory 
photo-shoot. The racing and weather had been great, and the atmosphere very friendly. All-in-all, a 
very successful day! 

Keith Wright 
Chairman, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 
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